
                                   Snowy owl 
The snowy owl is a large owl withy poorly developed ear tufts that are not visible. The male can

be entirely white although usually shows some spots or vars of dark slatey brown or black on the

crown ,back, wings, and or tail. His underparts are also marked with narrow bars on the abdomen,

and flanks. The adult female is much more heavily barred and noticeably larger. Only her face,

center part of breast, and back of neck are white. Both male and female have small brilliant yellow

iris. The snowy owl is active in the daytime. It is the most massive weight of the North American

owls and the most powerful. It has feathered feet and its large sharp talons and dull black bill are

almost buried in its fluffy white feathers. It is also almost totally silent outside of its breeding

grounds.

This picture shows when you place the fimo

balls together and smooth out how the

finished owl should look without the details

The picture to the right is of a finished Product.

Painting Steps:

1. Coat the entire piece with gesso. Remember

consistency of paint should be that of creme.

2. Paint entire piece in creme. Remember to use light

washes of paint.

3. Paint entire piece in snow white.

4. Paint the tips of the feathers, eyes, nose, ears, and

shaded areas in light grey.

5. Pain Shaded areas in darker grey. Remember again

to use light washes. This will resemble highlights.

6. Paint two circles for eyes in black. Paint beak black.

7. Paint two round circles in the center of the eyes in yellow.

8. Paint two smaller black dots for pupils.

9. When dry spray with sealer.

10. Paint beak with a clear finger nail polish to add a glossy effect.


